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RealityReplay: Detecting and Replaying Temporal Changes In Situ
Using Mixed Reality
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Fig. 1. We present RealityReplay, a system for in-situ playback of important past events that users had missed, using a 
head-mounted 360° camera and a head-mounted Mixed Reality (MR) display. This shows an example of RealityReplay in use.
(1) Two users collaborate to re-arrange items on a shelf to create an inventory. One user catalogues the items on a computer 
while wearing the RealityReplay system. The collaborator on the left moves the items between different slots. (2) While the 
RealityReplay user inputs an item into the computer, the collaborator moves another object. This is initially missed by the 
user, who lost track of the items’ positions. (3) To find out which items were moved and their original positions, the user 
looks at the blue primary region and activates RealityReplay. (4) The user then uses the time slider (bottom) to review what 
happened while they were away. The movements of objects are highlighted by a trajectory visualization, as well as a light 
shadow and an object mask that make it easier for users to identify which item the visualization belongs to.
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ABSTRACT
Humans easily miss events in their surroundings due to limited short-term memory and field of view. This happens, for
example, while watching an instructor’s machine repair demonstration or conversing during a sports game. We present
RealityReplay, a novel Mixed Reality (MR) approach that tracks and visualizes these significant events using in-situ MR
visualizations without modifying the physical space. It requires only a head-mounted MR display and a 360-degree camera.
We contribute a method for egocentric tracking of important motion events in users’ surroundings based on a combination of
semantic segmentation and saliency prediction, and generating in-situ MR visual summaries of temporal changes. These
summary visualizations are overlaid onto the physical world to reveal which objects moved, in what order, and their trajectory,
enabling users to observe previously hidden events. The visualizations are informed by a formative study comparing different
styles on their effects on users’ perception of temporal changes. Our evaluation shows that RealityReplay significantly
enhances sensemaking of temporal motion events compared to memory-based recall. We demonstrate application scenarios
in guidance, education, and observation, and discuss implications for extending human spatiotemporal capabilities through
technological augmentation.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality; • Computing methodologies → Percep-
tion.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Mixed Reality, Augmented Reality, Computational Interaction
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1 INTRODUCTION
Humans inevitably miss events in their environment that occur outside of their field of view (FoV). This happens,
for example, while observing an instructor demonstrating how to operate a machine and turning away to take
notes; or while watching a sports event such as football and turning to a friend for a quick chat. Even after
observing the events, humans easily forget them due to our limited memory capacity. For example, humans are
prone to being oblivious to complex sequences of instructions (e. g., cooking recipes, dance instructions, etc.) or
subconscious actions (e. g., putting away glasses or a keychain on a desk). In order to catch up with such missed
events, users have to rely on the verbal recollection of others. This, however, is only feasible if others can provide
accurate information, and if they are around after all.

The ability of Mixed Reality (MR) technology to display dynamic contents opened the way to solutions to the
challenge of missing or failing to recollect important information. Previous approaches extended the human
field-of-view (FoV) through head-mounted sensors and cameras (e. g., [1, 9, 24, 48]), for example, such that users
can observe a wider range of real-time events while they happen. With these approaches, users still miss events
if they do not observe them while they happen. Other approaches record a full environment, such that users
can play back all events in that room asynchronously [10, 34], or play back a per-object history for improved
sensemaking [31] in Virtual Reality (VR). These approaches, however, require fully-instrumented special-purpose
rooms and their virtual replicas, meaning that users cannot benefit from these systems when leaving the room,
e. g., to run errands, attend outdoor events, or visit new places.
In this work, we introduce RealityReplay, an MR-based system that detects and records important changes

that users missed in their environment. RealityReplay tracks users’ surroundings while they perform tasks
such as participating in meetings, observing sporting events, or watching an instructor, and analyzes the input
video for changes. When the user wants to play back a missed event, e. g., because they did not see where
someone else placed an object, they look at the region of interest, and RealityReplay provides them with in-situ
MR summary visualizations of the past events that indicate the movement of objects directly on top of the
environment (Figure 1). Users can control the playback of events via a simple slider-based interface in MR. This
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enables users to directly make sense of what changes have occurred while they were not attending a specific area.
RealityReplay employs a combination of see-through MR headset and head-mounted 360°camera that provides an
omnidirectional video as input. Our approach takes an egocentric tracking approach for portable MR usage and
does not require instrumenting the environment or prior knowledge about the environment. We envision that
future MR headsets will provide this functionality without having to rely on external hardware, as they already
employ camera-based inside-out sensing for applications such as hand tracking.
RealityReplay contributes a novel end-to-end pipeline that detects important changes in users’ immediate

environment through user-centric sensing, and then outputs a meaningful summary visualization of temporal
changes. To achieve this, the system detects and tracks changes through a combination of semantic segmentation
and saliency prediction. After users specify the area of interest they would like to have a summary from,
RealityReplay first performs semantic segmentation to detect objects and their boundaries. To filter out static and
less important objects, RealityReplay then performs saliency prediction on the same region, and combines the
results to retrieve imagemasks of areas that changed significantly. RealityReplay uses the information of where and
when changes happened to create a summary visualization. Users can choose between different types of summary
visualizations with varying level of abstraction, from simple motion lines to a joint visualization of texture, shape,
and position. The design of the visualization is informed by a small-scale formative study (Section 4.3.2), where
we compare the effects of three visualizations (motion replay, motion history, and motion lines) and a video
representation on perception of temporal changes. To enable playback, RealityReplay further stabilizes and aligns
the image of the head-mounted 360° camera and the user’s field of view.
We evaluated the performance and efficacy of RealityReplay in assisting users in sensemaking of temporal

motion changes through a user study (n = 14). We compared our approach to memory-based recall and active
monitoring. Participants achieved significantly better performance in identifying the order and trajectory of
objects with RealityReplay, with reduced mental load and a higher level of success, in comparison to memory-
based recall and active monitoring. RealityReplay captured and visualized 97.6% of all object movements, with
11.6% of missing frames on average. These results show that RealityReplay helps users in sensemaking of temporal
motion events.
We demonstrate the versatility of the proposed approach by showcasing a set of applications, specifically

using RealityReplay for collaboration and guidance, multi-tasking, security monitoring, and memory assistance,
described in the next section. We believe that RealityReplay is a step towards exploring usages of MR technologies
beyond accessing apps towards enhancing users’ capabilities, in line with research on human augmentation [27,
41, 60]. The source code is available at https://augmented-perception.org/publications/2023-realityreplay.

2 APPLICATIONS
In the following, we showcase a set of application scenarios of RealityReplay, shown in Figure 2.

Collaboration and guidance. RealityReplay can be used in the context of collaboration, guidance, and instructions.
As an example, we use our system to monitor progress for pick-and-place applications, or when sorting items on
shelves (Figure 1). While the collaborator arranges items, the user of RealityReplay takes notes and keeps a list
of items. In case the user loses track of what the collaborator did, they can activate RealityReplay and replay
the placement actions. Alternatively, users can use RealityReplay to follow procedural instructions, such as the
order of ingredients while cooking (Figure 2a). RealityReplay filters only important changes and composes a
visual summary even when users get distracted and miss parts of the live instructions. Similar scenarios include
retrieving instructions to assemble circuits or maintaining complex machines.

Multi-tasking. Users can also facilitate multi-tasking by offloading a monitoring job to RealityReplay. For
example in the context of personal training (Figure 2b), an instructor can check students’ progress, i. e., how
many repetitions are completed while taking an important call or instructing another trainee.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of potential applications implemented using RealityReplay, including cooking, demonstration of fitness
exercises, security monitoring, dance instructions, and personal memory assistance. For all those applications, RealityReplay
enables users to replay events, which they missed due to limited FoV or short-term memory, multiple times for better
understanding. The top row of each figure for each application represents the scene view, and the bottom row corresponds to
the user’s view from the MR headset while interacting with RealityReplay.

Security monitoring. RealityReplay can be used for general monitoring of scenes (Figure 2c). In case users turn
away from a scene (e. g., table in coffee shop) and return to an altered scene, they can replay what happened
while they were not attending the primary region, e. g., to figure out the cause of an incident.

Memory assistance. RealityReplay can also assist users in comprehending complex series of events that they
could not memorize immediately, even though they directly observed the event (Figure 2d). Students can replay
the instructor’s movement to follow instructions of complex movements at their own pace or when they missed
while performing other tasks (e. g., trying out a motion themselves or drinking water). Furthermore, RealityReplay
can assist in recollecting important events that were performed subconsciously and thus could not be remembered.
For example, people often forget where they placed their keys, glasses, or phones when they pay attention to
other tasks (Figure 2e). RealityReplay can detect the movement of the keychain and visualize the trajectory to
help the user find the misplaced key, assisting recall of subconscious actions.

Other applications. We believe that RealityReplay can be useful in a wide range of other applications. It can be
useful when watching team sports such as basketball or football. Users can activate the system for a specific
region of interest. In case they are distracted (e. g., talking to another person), RealityReplay enables them to
replay movements of people (e. g., defense players in basketball) or objects (e. g., the motion of a pool ball) in-situ
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as visual overlay. We believe that this leads to a much more embedded experience than traditional replays e. g.,
on large screens. Other example applications include replaying events for physical games such as Connect 4 or
Jenga; tracking progress of sketches and brainstormings on whiteboard; or visualizing past movement of robots
in a manufacturing site.

3 RELATED WORK

3.1 Extending the Human Field of View
The human FoV without eye movement extends roughly 200° horizontally and 130° vertically [56]. This means
that users inevitably miss events that happen outside this area, particularly events that happen behind them.
Various research explores technological solutions to extend the human FoV via 360° cameras, such as JackIn head
and JackIn Space by Kasahara et al. [24] and Komiyama et al. [28]. They showcase applications for collaboration
and telepresence, typically enabling others to take on the perspective of the user who wears the 360° camera.
In contrast, FlyVIZ [1] and LiDARMAN [41] enable users to see themselves from a third-person perspective by
combining VR headsets with head-mounted 360° cameras or Lidar, respectively. SpiderVision [9] enlarges users’
visual field by exploiting a front and back camera mounted on a VR headset. As soon as the system detects
motion, the view of the back camera is overlaid on top of users’ FoV. All those works extend the human FoV for
active monitoring. However, the broadened visual channel adds more sensory information for users to parse
in real time and has the potential to deplete limited memory capacity at a faster rate. Our work leverages a
head-mounted 360° camera for finding and visualizing events that users might have missed both spatially and
temporally, so the user has full control over choosing the space and time for recall. In our evaluation, we show
that the asynchronous approach of RealityReplay outperforms an active monitoring baseline. Besides direct
augmentation of users’ FoV, various works aim to increase awareness of out-of-view objects such as the work by
Gruenefeld et al. on EyeSee360 [17, 18]. Our work is complementary to their work, as we are concerned with
in-situ playback (i. e., visual overlay), as well as enabling users to view and make sense of historic data. The
combination with such out-of-view visualizations, however, presents an interesting line of future research.

There exists much research that aims at enhancing the visual abilities of humans. This ranges from amplifying
(slow) movements so they become perceivable (e. g., Knierim et al. [27]) to visual enhancements of the environment
for low-vision users (e. g., Zhao et al. [60, 61]) and magnifying users’ vision in Navicam by Rekimoto [48]. These
works, as well as ours, aim to provide users with information that they would have otherwise missed, or to
enlarge their visual abilities. Our work extends and complements these works by taking the temporal dimension
into account. Veas et al. [55] direct users’ attention subtly towards target areas by modifying visual saliency.
In our work, we leverage saliency detection rather than manipulation of saliency to track and filter important
events.

3.2 Temporal Interaction
We refer to temporal interaction as enabling users to perceive or interact with data that has changed over time,
particularly in the field of MR. Our work builds on two connected lines of research: enabling users to view historic
data, and manipulation of video data. AsyncReality [10] enables users to replay events that have happened in
their surrounding area. Recording is automatically triggered by a causality-preservation algorithm. This work
requires room-scale instrumentation for tracking, whereas RealityReplay relies on ego-centric tracking using a
360° camera, which can be more flexible. Additionally, AsyncReality directly plays back events in a space, e. g., a
person that entered a room. RealityReplay provides summary visualizations that are directly embedded as MR
overlays into the physical world. Our work further contributes empirical findings on how such reality playback
system could assist enhance users’ sensemaking ability through extended spatial and temporal awareness, and
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that they are preferred compared to a simple playback in MR. It would be interesting to integrate AsyncReality’s
trigger-detection approach into our pipeline for automatic extraction of important events.
Remixed Reality [34] uses a related room-scale tracking setup with multiple depth cameras mounted in the

ceiling. The approach enables recording and playback of the full environment space, rather than selective playback
with abstract visualization like RealityReplay. Asynchronous interaction in MR has been explored in the context
of collaboration and task instruction as well (e. g., [19, 21, 30]). In collaboration and task instructions, the MR
visual cues are constructed and annotated by a producer or an instructor, whereas RealityReplay automatically
generates summary visualizations of important temporal changes in-situ.
Besides recorded live events, Lilija et al. [31] allow users to directly manipulate VR recordings for better

scene understanding. Their system records the movement of objects in VR and shows their trajectory over time.
Given that their system has full control over the immersive world, they can record all movements of the whole
environment, which is not possible in the real world. Tesseract [39] further enables users to query VR spatial
design recordings for collaborative design. We demonstrate a system that extracts and tracks important events
in the physical world, rather than VR. Additionally, we expand on their work by providing different summary
visualizations that are distinct from their trajectory visualization. RealitySketch by Suzuki et al. [54] extracts
motion information from videos and enables users to interact with the data through embedded graphics. Our
event detection approach would be an interesting extension of their direct manipulation techniques.
In terms of manipulation of video data, Wildemuth et al. [57] show that in conventional videos, a speed-up

of 1:64 is suitable for fast-forwarding videos while keeping the contents comprehensible. This insight has been
exploited in approaches to quickly browse videos (e. g., [8, 15, 23]). Nguyen et al. [43], for example, propose a 3D
Direct Manipulation Video Navigation (DMVN) system to resolve temporal ambiguities by mapping the temporal
dimension to the depth coordinate in 3D. Our work is informed by these works and enables users to quickly
make sense of historic data in MR.

3.3 Visualizing Motion
RealityReplay was inspired by previous work that visualizes motion. With MoSculp, Zhang et al. [59] created a
system that fabricates physical manifestations of moving objects from a video. Kazi et al. [25] created ChronoFab,
a system that conveys motion in static objects. Oshita [44] and Balasubramanyam [2] demonstrated how to
visualize motion in a volumetric manner and how to represent motion in a spherical representation, respectively.
Lastly, Cutting [7] discusses ways to represent motion in static images. They discuss effects such as symmetry,
lean, blur and vector-like action lines with respect to criteria such as evocativeness, clarity, direction, and precision.
We extend these works on motion representation to in-situ MR visualization. As an example, we utilize vector-like
action lines to represent change in objects. Our work enables users to perceive previously missed events to enable
precise recall of prior events, including motion trajectories.

3.4 Interacting with 360° Video
We leverage omnidirectional video of a head-mounted 360° camera to find important events in a scene. Researchers
have explored ways to leverage 360° data for interactive purposes. Speicher et al. [53] developed 360Anywhere, a
system for remote collaboration that enables remote participants to communicate with in-person users through
projected annotations. HindSight [51] detects objects surrounding the user using 360° video and sonifies the
position and class of objects through bone-conduction headphones. Huang et al. [20] created a system for
automatic sonification of 360° video. Liu et al. [35] and Schoedl et al. [50] contribute different types of video
textures for seamless video playback loops with gated clips to ensure that viewers do not miss important narrative
elements in 360° videos. 360° filmmakers can create gated clips by specifying the gated timecode and the region
of interest (ROI) so that the clip would proceed to the next part only if the viewer looks at the ROI. There also
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Table 1. Classification of related work with respect to parameters of event detection and filtering, trackingmethod, connection
between virtual and physical objects, representation and spatio-temporal expansion of users’ abilities.

Event detection 
and filtering

Tracking target and 
method

Physical-virtual 
connection Representation Dimension

Automatic Manual Real / 
Egocentric

Real / 
External Virtual Connected Processed Raw Spatial 

expansion
Temporal 
expansion

RealityReplay X X X X X X X

AsyncReality [11] X X X X X

Remixed Reality [35] X X X X X

Who put that there? [32] X X X X

Tesseract [40] X X X X

MoSculp [60] X X X X

360 off-view visualization [18] X X X X

360 video systems [42, 49] X X X X

Video summary [9, 16, 24] X X X X

Async collaboration [20, 22, 31] X X X X X

exists a range of works on shot orientation for 360° videos, such as the work by Pavel et al. [45], which aims at
improving the viewing experience for users. In our work, we automatically extract information from the relevant
areas for later presentation to users. Leveraging more advanced editing methods and methods for information
extraction from 360° videos would be an interesting extension of our approach.

3.5 Summary and Categorization
We identified a set of main categories to contextualize RealityReplay within prior works, shown in Table 1. Each
of the categories is applicable to different applications, and enables us to highlight their differences, rather than
ascribing value to either category. Event detection specifies whether approaches automatically or manually detect
important events. While with RealityReplay, users can choose between automatic detection, other works such as
MoSculp require manual specification of events. Tracking target andmethod refers to whether the target of tracking
is real or virtual (e. g., objects in 2D videos, virtual 3D models), and whether the real-world tracking is performed
in an egocentric manner (e. g., head-mounted camera) or using external sensors (e. g., room-mounted cameras).
While RealityReplay is a mobile system that does not inherently rely on room-scale tracking, AsyncReality or
Remixed Reality require external sensors. Other static video summary tools, for example, were built for desktop
environments. Physical-virtual connection relates to whether the virtual contents are directly connected to the
physical objects, or separate visualizations. AsyncReality [10], for example, replaces the physical object while
showing its trajectory, while RealityReplay shows trajectory visualizations in a connected manner. The work by
Lilija et al. [31] shows trajectories of movement, but only of virtual elements in fully immersive environments.
Representation refers to whether a summary visualization of events is displayed (e. g., a trajectory), whether
events in the room are partially but directly visualized (e. g., movement of objects), or whether a full environment
is recorded. Previous work has discovered advantages of processed representations of past events in contrast
to the raw representation of data, e. g., videos, in terms of aspects such as immersion, ease of noticing what
had happened, and enjoyment. Our work investigates the effects of different representations in understanding
real-life events through virtual MR overlays (Section 4.3.2). Lastly, Dimension describes whether users are enabled
to see contents outside their typical field of view (spatial expansion) or beyond what they currently see (temporal
expansion).
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Fig. 3. Overview of the different modules of RealityReplay.
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Fig. 4. One frame of the 360° input video (top), extracted
primary region (bottom left) used for processing, and MR
headset view (bottom right) used for alignment.

4 REALITYREPLAY
RealityReplay aims at helping users make sense of missed visual history. To achieve this, RealityReplay takes
input from a head-mounted 360° camera, detects and tracks changes in the environment while users are looking
away, and then enables users to replay the missed changes through in-situ MR summary visualizations. An
overview of the system can be found in Figure 3.

4.1 Input
We take input from two main sources: a video stream of a head-mounted 360° camera and the camera view of
an MR headset. An example of the input is in Figure 4. The hardware is shown in Figure 8. We believe that the
capabilities of the system can be integrated with future consumer-friendly hardware by placing two 180-degree
cameras on the sides of the headset, rather than the current standalone 360° camera on top.
We use the video of the head-mounted 360° camera for processing and a camera view of the MR headset

for alignment. For clarity of exposure, we describe the processing as offline process, whereas in our software,
processing starts immediately and can provide visualizations few seconds after users fixate on the region of
interest. Our processing pipeline takes as input the frames of the 360° video in equirectangular projection, denoted
as 𝐼𝑡 ∈ (𝐼1, . . . , 𝐼𝑁 ), where 𝐼𝑡 refers to the frame at timestep 𝑡 of all 𝑁 frames.

Perspective Tracking. Users first define the primary region of interest, i. e., the area in which RealityReplay tracks
events, by turning towards it and pressing an MR button to activate the system. Conceptually, RealityReplay
could easily track changes in the full visual field, and users decide which region to observe after recording. We
chose a limited manual approach to decrease computational complexity.
Internally, RealityReplay marks the primary region, denoted as 𝐼 ′, that users are currently facing. Once they

turn away from the primary region, video frames of the primary region are recorded, processed, and stored. Upon
returning to the primary region, processing is finalized, and users start playback. An example primary region is
shown in Figure 4. We currently leverage the absolute position system of the MR headset for tracking the region.
Correspondence between the 360° camera and the MR headset is created by tracking a single ArUco marker [11]
in the room. We chose this method as the currently employed hardware is wired and fixed in a certain room.
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Future versions of RealityReplay can provide a more flexible implementation by tracking environment features
through SIFT [36] or other approaches for localization. At the time of primary region marking, we store the
relative spherical distance between the marker and the center of the view.
During tracking, we compute the spherical coordinates of the primary region and extract the flattened

perspective at these coordinates from the equirectangular 360° frame. We store the cropped primary regions for
all frames, denoted as (𝐼 ′1, . . . , 𝐼 ′𝑁 ), that were captured while the user was facing away for further processing.

Stabilization. In addition to tracking the primary region, we perform simple stabilization to account for small-
scale head movements. For each frame, RealityReplay first identifies a set of edges to track in the image (Shi &
Tomasi [52]) and calculates the optical flow using the Lukas-Kanade method [37]. We then calculate the affine
transformation between two consecutive frames using the optical flow at the location of the detected features.
This transformation is applied to the primary region in all frames 𝐼 ′.

4.2 Tracking Important Motion Events
Recording and replaying every change that occurred while the user’s attention has drifted away will clutter
user’s visual field with excessive information, being another source of distraction itself. Therefore, RealityReplay
extracts only the important portions of the scene or event that happened.

To achieve this, our approach extracts visually significant changes in a scene using object-based segmentation
(Detic [62]) and saliency prediction (TASED-Net [40]). Note that our pipeline is agnostic to the underlying
approaches, i. e., its accuracy will only improve with future developments of the underlying components. In the
evaluation, discussed later, we found that our system detects 97.6% of object movements.

The goal of our approach is to find important events in the input frames of the primary region 𝐼 ′ and visualize
those. Specifically, we aim to find objects that move, filter them by significance, and visualize their trajectory.

4.2.1 Generating a List of Candidate Events. For each input frame, we run the semantic segmentation model,
resulting in a list of object proposals for each frame 𝐼 ′𝑡 , denoted as 𝑀𝑡 = {b𝑡 , f𝑡 , 𝑜𝑡 }. Following the notation of
Detic [62], b𝑡 ∈ R4 corresponds to the bounding boxes of the found objects, f𝑡 ∈ R𝐷 is the D-dimensional region
feature (i. e., the mask), and 𝑜𝑡 corresponds to the label confidence.

4.2.2 Task-dependent Filtering. Semantic segmentation models can detect a large number of different objects (e. g.,
20K for Detic [62]). Certain applications, however, benefit from more fine-grained filtering. Our pipeline features
task-dependent filtering, specifically modifying the list of classes that the model outputs. For the evaluation, for
example, we set an explicit allowlist to avoid distracting users. For other applications, an explicit blocklist can be
beneficial (e. g., do not track people when working on a whiteboard).

4.2.3 Filtering Based on Visual Saliency. Presenting users with all possible labels and regions in an image might
lead to clutter, limiting users’ ability to gather insights into past events. We therefore apply a filtering mechanism
based on visual saliency prediction for which we employ TASED-Net [40]. TASED-Net is a 3D fully-convolutional
network architecture that produces a saliency heatmap 𝑆𝑡 for a given input image sequence. The heatmap
corresponds to the inferred probability that each region in an image would attract human gaze. We run TASED-
Net for all recorded frames of primary regions and retrieve the heatmap for a given frame 𝐼 ′𝑡 with the input
frames (𝐼 ′

𝑡−𝐾+1, . . . , 𝐼
′
𝑡 ), where K is the length of the image sequence (𝐾 = 32 for TASED-Net). We then calculate

the overall saliency value for each object proposal normalized per frame in the found sequence as

𝑠𝑏 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑡=1

𝑆𝑡 (b𝑡 )
𝑆𝑡

. (1)
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Lastly, we filter all objects that did not attract saliency above a minimal value (𝜖𝑠 = .01), resulting in a list of
important object proposal𝑀 ′ (i. e., a filtered version of all detected objects in regions𝑀). This is the input for the
temporal summary visualizations.

4.3 In-situ Summary Visualization for Temporal Changes
RealityReplay aims to efficiently summarize important temporal changes through in-situ visualization. We break
down this goal into subgoals of visualizing what moved (clarity), in which direction it moved (direction), and
how much it moved (precision) based on Cutting’s criteria [7]. As an initial step, we designed three types of
visualizations tailored for each subgoal—motion replay, motion history, and motion line (shown in Figure 5). We
conducted a small-scale formative study to gather insights into the individual abstract visualizations and inform
the design of the final visualization, described below.

4.3.1 Three Types of Visualizations. Motion replay is a transparent overlay masked with the regions of changes.
Specifically, for each frame, we create an image 𝐼 ′′𝑡 that is transparent except in the regions 𝑓𝑡 in𝑀 ′

𝑡 . It preserves
the full texture of the change, focusing on the clarity ofwhat moved.Motion history shows shadowed silhouettes
of the moving object with fading transparency. It keeps the shape of the object that changed but disregards its
texture. For both Motion replay and Motion history, RealityReplay presents the past five frames to users, with
fading transparency in case of Motion history. These fading shadows indicate the direction of the movement.
Motion lines shows the trajectory of the object’s movement as a line. It focuses on the positional change of
how much the object moved, retaining neither its shape nor texture information. For each frame, we extract the
positions of all important objects by calculating the centroids of the regions 𝑓𝑡 in𝑀 ′

𝑡 . The centroids of each object
are connected to a line in the object’s color. Time windowing is not applied to motion lines.

4.3.2 Small-scale Formative Study. We performed a small-scale formative study to investigate the effects of the
three visualizations on how users perceive temporal changes through comparison, and to inform the final design
of the visualization. We used a within-subject design with two independent variables, visualization (four levels)
and complexity (4 objects and 8 objects). For visualization, we employed the three visualizations described above
in Section 4.3.1 and Figure 5, and added a no abstraction condition for comparison, which shows a full-size video
overlay of the primary region without any processing.

Twelve paid students (8 male, 4 female) from a local university (aged𝑀 = 24.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.1 years) participated. On
average, the study took 71 minutes to complete, and participants were compensated with a $15 Amazon gift card
for their participation. We used the hardware (Varjo XR-3, gaming computer) and software (Unity 2019, Python
3.7) described in the Implementation section. RealityReplay was configured to run in real-time, and participants
could control the replay functionality with a simple time slider.

Figure 6 illustrates the study setup. Participants sat on an office chair and turned 180° towards a tablet. While
they watch a distractor video, the experimenter moved the objects on the table. After the movement was completed,
participants rotated back to the primary region and were asked to explore the temporal visualization of the
condition using RealityReplay. During playback, they were asked to name objects that moved and describe the
motion trajectory of the objects and the order of movements.
Between each condition, we asked participants to verbally describe why they liked or disliked using each

visualization to complete the task. These responses were transcribed for analysis. After completing all conditions,
to enable users to compare the visualizations holistically, they completed a questionnaire to describe why they
liked or disliked each visualization: “What did you like/dislike about this visualization?”. We analyzed each
participant’s verbal explanations as well as the questionnaire responses through open coding to generate codes
that characterize each visualization’s pros and cons.
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Frame 1 Frame 3 Frame 5 Frame 7 Frame 9

Primary
region

Motion
replay

Motion
history

Motion
lines

Fig. 5. Overview of the visualizations for a sequence of frames. Motion replay shows the regions of change in the original
texture, shape, and position of the subject of change. Motion history keeps the shape of the object in change with trailing
shapes from the previous five frames but disregards the texture of the subject of change. Motion line focuses on the positional
change, connecting the centroids of subjects in motion across all frames.

Experimenter

Participant

Distractor

Fig. 6. Setup of the evaluation (left). A different set of objects was placed on the table in front of participants, and moved
once they hard turned away. (Right) shows all objects used in the evaluation.

4.3.3 Results of Small-scale Formative Study. Users successfully reproduced events for all complexities. Less
abstract representations resulted in higher precision, especially for more complex scenes. However, ten of the
twelve participants mentioned that isolating important information through abstraction reduced distraction and
obtrusiveness.
Motion lines captures the full history of the moving object and thus requires less efforts to memorize the

changes (n=11) with less visual clutter (n=4). However, the color-based association between an object and its line
was not always intuitive, especially when there were adjacent objects with similar colors (n=8). As they rely on
color and position information, motion lines are also more prone to jitters and alignment (n=4).
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Motion history provides enough information about the objects through shapes (n=8) while remaining
unobtrusive (n=5). The “onion skinning” effect through time-windowed shadows also makes it easier to infer the
direction of movement when paused at any arbitrary frame as described by P3 and echoed by other participants
(n=5). However, in high-complexity scenes, participants found it hard to distinguish between different objects
with similar shape (n=6) and occlusions of shadows (n=2). Temporal aspects in motion history and motion lines
further reduced scrubbing efforts and time for sensemaking by adding directionality and past trajectories to still
frames.
Motion replay provides full information about the moving instances, making it easy to identify objects

and associate them with corresponding visualizations (n=12). It also “isolates the object image from the back-
ground” (P3) making it non-invasive (n=3). The rich amount of information, however, was at times perceived as
“overwhelming” (P5), introducing clutter when there were many objects (n=4).

No abstraction offers “context information including why and how an object was moved” (P10) (n=4), which
are not portrayed in other visualizations. However, the extra information also presents noise and distracts users
from focusing on the task (n=4). Participants mentioned that “too much information” (P3) in the whole primary
region was “distracting” (P10) and required “more cognitive effort to isolate objects” (P8). Furthermore, the large
video occludes the environment (n=3), making it hard for users to take advantage of MR and compare the content
to the current reality through augmented overlays (n=11). Blocking the entire area made it “impossible to compare
two states [reality vs. virtual contents] at once” so users “had to move back and forth often without the trail of
shapes or line to assist” (P2).

4.3.4 Combined Visualization. Based on the results of the formative study, we developed a combined version of
visualizations, shown in Figure 1 and 7. We merged the characteristics of motion line, motion history, and motion
replay into one visualization. We display the motion line for better temporal understanding, paired with motion
history for short-distance understanding and motion replay for object-visualization mapping. Figure 7 illustrates
the per-object and all-objects versions of the combined visualization. Users can choose which objects they would
like to see as replay, or all combined.

The visualization is based on four key aspects that were present in the formative study. First, the visualization
minimizes its containing information to reduce distraction and visual clutter. This is especially crucial for motion
visualizations in MR because the visualization is situated in the real world. Second, the visualization supports
clear association between the object and the visualization by showing the motion line and the virtual replica of
the object at the end. Third, the visualization portrays the direction of movement (i. e., direction of time) through
the motion history (gray shadow). These two echo the importance of clarity and direction in Cutting’s criteria.
Fourth, by including the motion line, the visualization maintains the full trajectory of motion, thus reducing
memorization efforts.

4.4 Spatial Alignment of Visual Summary Overlay in MR
Presenting the visualizations in the coordinates of the input frames would lead to misalignment, as the view
of the 360° camera and the view of users through the MR headset are not aligned due to the height difference
(Figure 8).

Instead of performing a global alignment procedure, we perform a per-object region alignment. When users
return to the primary region of interest, we capture an image from the perspective of the user through the
front-facing camera of the pass-through MR headset, shown in Figure 4. We then run semantic segmentation on
both the current frame of the 360° camera and the view of the MR headset. For each important object proposal in
𝑀 ′ in both cameras, we retrieve the delta in translation and scale between the two cameras. The position and
scale of all visualizations are then adjusted so that the parameters in the final frame corresponds to the position
in the MR headset. All prior positions are set relative to this end position. If an object is not found because it
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Fig. 7. Combined visualization of motion lines, motion history, and motion
replay based on insights obtained from the formative study (Section 4.3).
Users can select which object(s) to show the playback (per-object visualiza-
tion), or choose to see all objects (all-objects visualization).

Ricoh Theta V
360 camera

Varjo XR-3
AR headset

Fig. 8. Hardware setup for RealityReplay.

moved out of view, our system currently skips the alignment step for this object. Alternative approaches for
out-of-view objects would be to use the average transformation from the other objects or align the object relative
to the position at the beginning of the recording.

The visualizations are displayed as a textured plane in users’ FoV that corresponds to the area of the primary
region. Based on our tests, we fix the virtual plane at a distance of 2 meters, as this results in a comfortable
viewing experience. Given that most of the plane is transparent, though, the overlay is only visible in areas where
important changes happen, and is less distracting than a plane blocking the full FoV, as confirmed by our findings
in the formative study (Section 4.3).
Ideally, RealityReplay would present the objects at the correct spatial position of the objects that moved, i. e.,

as 3D objects directly in the scene. Given that our current system only works with 2D information, however,
this is not feasible. We hope to extend the system with this functionality in the future, either by incorporating
omnidirectional depth cameras, or depth estimation techniques such as the work by Kopf et al. [29] that infer the
depth of regions from monocular images.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Hardware
RealityReplay requires display hardware with a reasonably large FoV to show information on the primary
region, and a camera system that can track the region while users are facing away. This is implemented using
commercially available but high-end hardware (Figure 8). We used a Varjo XR-3 video pass-through MR headset
for the visualization. We chose this headset as it has a larger FoV (∼120° horizontally) than other optical see-
through headsets, and better ability to overlay visual information. For capturing the 360° video, we mount a Ricoh
Theta V camera onto the headset. The camera sits approximately 11 centimeters above the headset (with ∼25cm
lens-to-lens difference) so that we can capture images when users are facing away. A more integrated approach
would be to have 180° lenses on the sides (and potentially backside) of the headset to capture omnidirectional
video. The 360° streams the video via USB to the host computer at its maximum streaming rate of 10 frames per
second. The software runs on a gaming computer (Alienware Aurora R12, Windows 10, Intel Core i9 11900KF,
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 24GB, 32 GB RAM).
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5.2 Software
RealityReplay is developed in Unity 2019 using SteamVR and the Varjo SDK for displaying MR content. A separate
program written in Python 3.7 is used to retrieve and process the images from the 360° camera. The two are
connected through a local socket. The Python program runs at approximately 3 fps. Processing happens while
users are not attending the primary region and is finalized once users return to the primary region. We use
Detic [62] for semantic segmentation, which identifies up to 20,000 objects at approximately 200 ms per frame.
Saliency prediction is performed using TASED-Net [40], taking approximately 100 ms per frame. We chose those
two approaches as they provide a good balance between accuracy and inference speed. This processing could be
further sped up to be fully real-time by further parallelizing the semantic segmentation and the saliency model,
and by using faster and more specialized models. We are confident that real-time processing at 30 fps would be
possible, although not necessary, since the program runs in an offline manner after users return to the primary
region.
We perform the equirectangluar-to-perspective correction using the Equirec2Perspec package1. Image stabi-

lization including feature detection and optical flow calculation, as well as marker detection for primary region
tracking, is implemented using OpenCV [4]. We use the native C++ Varjo SDK to extract the view of the headset
and send the images to Python through a local connection.

The visualizations are implemented in Python and sent as frames with transparency (see Figure 5) to Unity. In
the view of users in the MR headset, the visualizations with transparency appear as shown in Figure 2. Frames
are cached so users can browse the temporal changes in real time. Users can interact with the visualizations
using interface elements provided by the Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkit2, with hand tracking provided by the
Varjo SDK.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate the efficacy of our approach in a controlled lab setting through a user study. The study aims to
measure the system and user performance of RealityReplay in making sense of temporal changes in motion,
especially events that users might have missed otherwise.

6.1 Study Design
Participants performed two tasks that simulate different scenarios for active monitoring and recall. First, similar
to the visualization preliminary study, participants were asked to describe verbally (along with hand gestures)
(1) which objects moved, (2) in what trajectory and (3) in what order as a primary task. We fixed the number of
objects to eight objects, with six objects moving in each condition.
In addition, participants completed a signal detection task as secondary task. This dual-task methodology

is commonly used in research on peripheral displays (e. g., [5, 47]), human state estimation (e. g., [16]) and
for evaluating novel enabling technologies (e. g., [32, 33]). In our task, a random alphabet letter was shown to
participants in the MR headset, and they were asked to respond to a target stimulus (letter “K”) as fast as possible
(cf. [33, 47]). Participants performed the secondary task at different times depending on the study condition. We
added this secondary task to simulate more realistic scenarios in which users would be performing multiple
tasks simultaneously (cf. Section 2). Participants continued the secondary task while RealityReplay generated
visualizations.

We used a within-subject design with four conditions: two baseline conditions (Memorize andActive Monitoring)
and two versions of RealityReplay, specifically RealityReplay (Abstraction) and RealityReplay (No Abstraction).
Figure 9 illustrates all conditions. For Memorize, participants do not observe the motion changes and rely on

1Equirec2Perspec package https://github.com/fuenwang/Equirec2Perspec
2Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkit https://github.com/microsoft/MixedRealityToolkit
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Fig. 9. Overview of four conditions used in Study 2: Memorize, Active Monitoring, RealityReplay (Abstraction), and Reali-
tyReplay (No Abstraction). In Memorize, the participant tried to memorize the initial layout of items, turned to their back and
performed the secondary task, and turned back again to guess what changes were made based on the difference between the
initial and current state. In Active Monitoring, the participant observed the experimenter moving objects while performing
the secondary task in the same region. In RealityReplay (Abstraction), the participant turned away from the experimenter as
in Memorize, but they could use RealityReplay with abstract visualization using the time slider and checkbox in the MR
headset view. RealityReplay (No Abstraction) had the same setup, but the participant used RealityReplay with no abstract
visualization but a picture-in-picture view of the primary region.

their memory of the previous state. In the Active Monitoring condition, participants observe the changes live. In
the RealityReplay (Abstraction) condition, participants do not observe the motion changes and use the abstract
visualizations of RealityReplay as assistance to playback the changes. The RealityReplay (No Abstraction) condition
is similar except that participants use the non-abstract version of RealityReplay, which enables users to play the
video recording of the primary region with no abstraction. All participants performed all conditions.

Wemeasured both system and user performances when using RealityReplay. For system performance, we report
the success rates of object detection, moving object detection, and motion visualization. For user performance,
we measured how well users are able to describe the intended temporal motion changes (i. e., primary task error
rate), and how much the review distracts the users (i. e., secondary task error rate).

6.2 Participants & Apparatus
We recruited 14 paid participants (7 male, 7 female) from a local University (13 students, one research assistant),
aged𝑀 = 20.4 (𝑆𝐷 = 2.2) years, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision based on self-reports. Participants
had an average experience using MR devices of 𝑀 = 2.6 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.76) on a scale from 1 (none) to 5 (expert).
No participants reported elevated susceptibility for motion sickness when queried using the Motion Sickness
Susceptibility Questionnaire Short (MSSQ-Short) form [14]. Participants were compensated with a $15 Amazon
gift card for their participation. On average, the study took 43 minutes to complete.
The experiment was conducted in a quiet lab space with the same apparatus, hardware, and software as the

preliminary study (Figure 6). On top of the real-time replay functionality using the time slider, participants could
select which object(s) to see the replay for in the RealityReplay (Abstraction) condition using the built-in controls
of RealityReplay. In ths experiment, participants interactively made an explicit choice over which object(s) to
include in the allowlist for visualizations instead of fully relying on saliency prediction results.
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6.3 Procedure
Participants completed the consent form, demographic questionnaire, and MSSQ-Short. The experimenter
explained the primary and secondary task of the study (“You will be asked to describe changes to the objects on
the table that happened while you are looking away or observing depending on different conditions. At the same
time, you will be performing a signal detection task where you need to press a left or right key on the keyboard
based on the alphabet letter you see in the MR headset.”)

Participants completed both two tasks for each condition. The order of conditions was counterbalanced using a
Balanced Latin Square for 12 participants, and two additional participants followed two orders from the Balanced
Latin Square. After each condition, participants completed the NASA TLX questionnaire and a questionnaire on
visualization for RealityReplay (Abstraction) and RealityReplay (No Abstraction) conditions. The visualization
questionnaire consisted of questions regarding usefulness of the visualizations to complete the task, rated on a
Likert-type scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high), a tailored System Usability Scale (SUS), and why participants liked
or disliked each visualization. All questions and their results are illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 13 of the
Appendix.

6.4 Data Collection
For system performance analysis, we processed the system logs to manually label each frame to find out which
object is moving, whether each object was detected through the important change detection module, and whether
each object motion trajectory was successfully captured in the visualization.

For user performance analysis, we measured the hit rate by comparing the answer and the ground truth video
recorded through a separate smartphone camera. For the question “Which objects moved?”, we calculated the
number of correctly answered items divided by the total number of moved items. For the question “How did
object X move?”, we computed the number of correct answers where participants’ description of the start position
and direction of movement matched to the ground truth (i.e., to the current position from far left, mid-left, middle,
mid-right, and far right). This value divided by the number of total object movements gives the accuracy. For
the question, “What was the order of the moving objects?”, participants listed the moved objects in the order of
occurrence. We counted the number of mentioned objects that moved in the correct relative order. we checked
for the correctness in relative order. For example, if the correct answer was ‘pot, banana, bottle, hat, jar, crock
pot’ while the participant answered ‘pot, bottle, banana, basket, jar, crock pot’, the accuracy was 3 (pot, jar, crock
pot) out of 6.

6.5 Results: System Performance
In all trials, perspective tracking worked correctly by capturing all 8 objects within the primary region in
every frame. For important change detection, 97.6% of all object movements were represented in the combined
visualizations. Specifically, 97.6% represents the recall score, i. e., correctly detected movements (true positives)
out of all object movements (true positives plus false negatives). At the frame level, 88.4% of per-frame moving
object instances were correctly detected on average. This indicates that the abstract visualization partially missed
around 11.6% within an object’s trajectory on average in most cases. Across all frames including non-moving
frames, 93.8% of object instances were correctly detected by RealityReplay on average, 19129 out of 20392 total
(2549 frames * 8 objects).

6.6 Results: User Performance
User performance measures users’ end-to-end task success rate using RealityReplay. In summary, the results
(Figure 10) indicate that participants could achieve better performance in sensemaking of temporal motion events
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Fig. 10. User performance in describing how objects moved.
Error bars indicate standard error.
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Fig. 11. User rating on the mental load and successfulness
induced by the task as part of NASA Task Load Index (TLX)
questionnaire. Full TLX results are in Figure 12 of the Appen-
dix. The boxplot shows median as the orange line, interquar-
tile range (IQR) as the box, and minimum and maximum
values as the whiskers.

with RealityReplay in comparison to memory-based recall (Memorize and Active Monitoring), with no significant
difference between Abstraction and No Abstraction.
We use JASP [22] for statistical analysis. We performed Friedman non-parametric tests to check for main

effects in task performance in answering object-related questions, and Conover tests with Bonferroni adjustment
for post-hoc testing when main effects were present. Results with main effects are illustrated in Figure 10.

For the Object Trajectory question “How did object X move?”, results indicate a main effect, 𝜒2 (3) = 23.067, 𝑝 <

.001, 𝐾𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑙 ′𝑠 𝑊 = 0.549. Post-hoc tests show that compared to Active Monitoring, both RealityReplay (Ab-
straction) (𝑡 = 3.398, 𝑝 = 0.009) and RealityReplay (No Abstraction) (𝑡 = 4.505, 𝑝 < .001) yield significantly
higher accuracy with 90.8% and 97.4% on average, respectively, whereas Memorize and Active Monitoring
resulted in 79.2% and 55.8% correctly answered questions. Results also indicate a main effect for the question
“Which objects moved?”, 𝜒2 (3) = 14.243, 𝑝 = 0.003, 𝐾𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑙 ′𝑠 𝑊 = 0.339. Post-hoc tests show that RealityRe-
play (No Abstraction) with the mean accuracy 97.6% leads to a significantly higher accuracy than Memorize
(𝑡 = 2.818, 𝑝 = 0.045) and Active Monitoring (𝑡 = 3.416, 𝑝 = 0.009) with 79.9% and 70.2% mean accuracies,
respectively. For the task of answering “What was the order of the moving objects?”, results indicate a main
effect (𝜒2 (3) = 39.071, 𝑝 < .001, 𝐾𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑙 ′𝑠 𝑊 = 0.930). RealityReplay (Abstraction) and RealityReplay (No
Abstraction) yield higher accuracy (87.9% and 100.0%) than Memorize with 1.2% accuracy (𝑡 = 4.293, 𝑝 < .001
and 𝑡 = 5.443, 𝑝 < .001, respectively) and Active Monitoring with 32.1% accuracy (𝑡 = 2.990, 𝑝 = 0.029 and
𝑡 = 4.140, 𝑝 = 0.001, respectively).

There were no main effect for secondary task performance across conditions. The accuracy of each condition
was generally very high: Memorize 98.8%, Active Monitoring 96.7%, RealityReplay (Abstraction) 98.0%, and
RealityReplay (No Abstraction) 96.9%. This indicates that the secondary task, albeit attention demanding, was
not difficult, reflecting a realistic scenario in which users perform a known task while monitoring a scene for
changes.
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6.7 Questionnaire Results
We analyzed participants’ questionnaire responses to the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) and the usefulness
of visualization questions. For the TLX, we performed Friedman non-parametric tests and post-hoc Conover
tests with Bonferroni adjustment. For the visualization questionnaire, we performed a series of paired samples
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. In the following, we discuss main findings. All questionnaire data are shown in
Figure 12 and Figure 13 of the Appendix.
Results indicate a main effect for the mental load (𝜒2 (3) = 25.898, 𝑝 < .001, 𝐾𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑙 ′𝑠 𝑊 = 0.617) shown in

Figure 11. Post-hoc tests show that RealityReplay (No Abstraction) yields significantly lower mental load than
Memorize (𝑡 = 3.269, 𝑝 = 0.011) and Active Monitoring (𝑡 = 4.713, 𝑝 < .001). RealityReplay (Abstraction) also
induces significantly lower mental load than Active Monitoring (𝑡 = 3.269, 𝑝 = 0.011). Results also indicate a
main effect for the success (𝜒2 (3) = 28.053, 𝑝 < .001, 𝐾𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑙 ′𝑠 𝑊 = 0.668). Both RealityReplay (Abstraction)
(𝑡 = 3.229, 𝑝 = 0.015) and RealityReplay (No Abstraction) (𝑡 = 5.181, 𝑝 < .001) resulted in significantly higher
level of success than Active Monitoring.
Participants gave positive ratings (𝑀 > 3.0) in all questions of the visualization usability scale for both

RealityReplay (Abstraction) and RealityReplay (No Abstraction). Participants also gave high ratings for the
usefulness of RealityReplay in sensemaking of motion events in terms of identification of which objects moved, and
the direction, degree, and order of moving objects. In comparison, participants generally found RealityReplay (No
Abstraction) easier and more comfortable to use, and found the information in RealityReplay (No Abstraction) to
be more useful for exact sensemaking, all 𝑝 < .05, as indicated by the Wilcoxon tests illustrated in Figure 13.
From the qualitative results, we believe that this is due to the difficulty in selecting the object checkboxes and in
using the pinch-based time slider, in particular due to inaccuracies in the hand tracking of the Varjo headset.
Participants noted physical load and difficulty of using the system, which they reported to have incurred from the
unfamiliarity of using hand gesture-based interface in MR. We therefore believe that with improved interactions,
the difference in perceived effort would be eliminated, and plan to change the general interaction in the future.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Evaluation Results
Our evaluation showed that RealityReplay enables users to mentally reconstruct events that they missed. In
the following, we discuss insights about system performance, user performance, and subjective ratings, and
contextualize them with respect to generalizability of RealityReplay and opportunities for future work.

7.1.1 System Performance. Our system was able to detect and visualize nearly all important changes, represented
in a recall score of 97.6%. We did not calculate precision, as our system does not reject non-movement (i. e.,
false positives) but visualizes the masks for static objects. Detection performance relies heavily on the under-
lying semantic segmentation model, Detic in our case. Incorporating newer models (e. g., Segment Anything
Model (SAM) [26]) or multimodal models (e. g., ImageBind [13]) that are trained on egocentric datasets [38] would
further increase detection performance. Our proposed pipeline is flexible and allows for this type of substitution.
Additionally, future versions of RealityReplay could incorporate methods that reconstruct 3D models from the 2D
object masks [58] to further enhance the quality of the visualizations. Extending RealityReplay with newer models
and 3D reconstruction capabilities would enable RealityReplay to detect and visualize fine-grained movements
and small changes, which might be beneficial in applications such as training.

7.1.2 User Performance. RealityReplay enabled participants to maintain better awareness of what happened in
their surroundings than Memorize and Active Monitoring conditions. Notably, participants showed the lowest
performance with the Active Monitoring condition. We believe that this is because participants overestimated
their ability to monitor and memorize events while engaging in a secondary task, and thus did not put as much
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deliberate effort into memorizing the initial state. For the Memorize condition, they tried to memorize the
original positions before the signal detection task, resulting in higher performance. These results indicate that
RealityReplay is beneficial for users even in situations where they can actively observe events.

7.1.3 Subjective Ratings. Participants found RealityReplay to be less mentally taxing and exhibited higher
perceived performance and confidence, highlighting the benefits of our memory assistance system. This is
also reflected in the visualization usability questionnaire. Comparing the RealityReplay (No Abstraction) and
RealityReplay (Abstraction) conditions, participants perceived RealityReplay (No Abstraction) as easier for exact
sensemaking. Since this condition revealed the full information of a scene like a traditional 2D video, participants
could digest the information with familiarity with the interface. The qualitative results of the formative study,
however, indicate that the RealityReplay (Abstraction) condition provided users with a targeted summary of an
event, which reduced distraction. This echoes the findings of Lilija et al. [31] that using objects’ trajectories for
sensemaking helped users become quick to inspect changes of objects in question in their sensemaking tasks to
understand what had happened, as well as providing a sense of “being there” and fun. We believe that enabling
users to select the appropriate visualization for their task provides them with the most benefits. Future work
should evaluate RealityReplay in less controlled settings to deeply understand the benefits and limitations of the
individual visualizations, and what their optimal application scenarios are.

7.2 Privacy and Ethics
RealityReplay in its current form requires continuous monitoring of the environment, which has obvious negative
implications for privacy. Others might be inadvertently recorded without their consent, or users might see
information that was not meant for them, not unlike in "real life" when users see events that they should not see.
These challenges are exacerbated by our approach as it relies on omnidirectional video. Certain challenges can be
overcome with hardware and software solutions: masking regions users never attended to, and only recording
the primary region, for example; or relying on further scene analysis to detect events that should not be recorded,
which in itself could introduce more bias in the system. Currently, users have to actively and manually trigger
the recording of specific regions, which alleviates parts of the problem of always-on recordings. Like most MR
systems, ours too relies on a continuous stream of multiple cameras for tracking and scene understanding. These
challenges, and others with respect to bias in the machine learning methods used, for example, need to be taken
into account when we investigate the feasibility of deploying technologies such as ours in the future. Manual
activation and an active negotiation process of who, what, when, and how to record, in combination with an
in-depth analysis of the employed components, will be necessary steps for future research. We believe, however,
that the ability to replay missed events for education, training, and general decision-making purposes, is generally
beneficial for users, and will enable more integrated MR approaches in the future.

7.3 Limitations and Future Works
We provide an initial implementation of our approach, which runs in real-time and provides benefits in terms of
awareness and mental load, as shown in our evaluation. There are, however, limitations in terms of visualization
quality and task-dependent filtering which we hope to address in future versions of RealityReplay. We believe
that extending RealityReplay with multi-modal capabilities and extending its applicability to dynamic scenes
present interesting directions for future research, as outlined below.

7.3.1 Immersive Visualizations. The visualizations are not perfectly aligned with the corresponding physical
objects, as apparent in the figures showing our current prototype. The offset comes from the fact that all
visualizations are presented as size-matched 2D images without depth information. Specifically, while the see-
through experience is delivered through the stereo cameras of the Varjo headset, the visualizations are based on
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the images of the left camera. Additionally, the visualizations are displayed on a virtual plane at a fixed depth.
We believe that by incorporating depth information, the virtual overlays can be placed more accurately in future
versions of our system.

7.3.2 Task-dependent Filtering and Context-awareness. Our current approach filters changes and moving objects
based on their visual saliency, and provides manual task-dependent filtering capabilities. This only partly
corresponds to task importance or personal preferences. In a scenario where multiple instructors demonstrate
tasks, for example, users might want to choose which actions are important and should be tracked. Similarly,
in a sports event, users might only be interested in replaying the movement of particular players. Extending
RealityReplay with methods that enable direct manipulation and filtering techniques (e. g., Nguyen et al. [43])
would allow for more fine-grained control. We believe that this extension is also useful for future always-on
Mixed Reality devices. In such scenarios, digital content such as notifications can easily become a source of
distraction. RealityReplay can support users in recovering from these digital distractions by playing back which
important changes happened during the period of distraction. Future work in this direction can draw insights
from existing literature on automatic highlight generation in videos, especially with personal history [3, 49].

7.3.3 Beyond Visual Augmentation. Our current work is focused on visual replay. Extending RealityReplay with
audio would create a more immersive and complete representation of past events. In situations where multiple
sound sources are present, e. g., in a stadium while having a conversation with a friend, any future system
would need to be able to extract audio from the primary region of interest, for example using multiple directed
microphones.

7.3.4 Dynamic Scenes: Blending Replay and Current Events. Our system currently assumes a static scene once
users return to the primary region and start playback. While this applies to many scenarios, it is not always the
case. In a stadium, for example, a game might continue while users want to catch up. Similarly, in a dynamic
group setting, others might continue their work. During playback, users therefore miss other events and need to
prioritize whether to attend to the current or past environment. With the current prototype, once the user starts
playback, the augmented scene will freeze at that moment. A future implementation could continue tracking of
events in a separate thread so that the user can catch up with what they missed while interacting with the playback.
Furthermore, as these scenarios require quick sensemaking of what had happened, we believe temporal summary
visualizations such as motion lines or motion history can help “reduce scrubbing efforts and time for sensemaking
by adding directionality and past trajectory to sill frames” as found in our formative study (Section 4.3.2). It
would be valuable to create a merged approach that enables, e. g., a sped-up playback of the past to enable users
to catch up more seamlessly. Visualization, tracking, and real-time blending are all challenging aspects that push
the limits of software and hardware. We plan to extend our work with a more integrated approach in the future.
RealityReplay shows that the general concept is valuable, and its implementation feasible.

7.3.5 Evaluation. We currently only evaluate RealityReplay in a lab setting and control for the task complexity
and environment. Running more longitudinal and exploratory evaluations will certainly surface new interesting
challenges, such as finding optimal time spans for replay. We hope to overcome the constraints of the employed
hardware in the future, for example by using less embedded visualizations using optical pass-through devices
such as the Microsoft Hololens.

Much prior work in MR focused on moving digital interfaces from 2D screens to 3D representations that are
embedded in the physical world, essentially bringing current capabilities to novel devices. This is especially
true for context-aware interfaces that leverage advanced sensing, optimization, and applied machine learning
(e. g., [6, 12, 32, 46]), for example, for controlling when, where and how to display virtual user interface elements.
In our work, we leverage similar (semi-)automatic methods, but use them to enable users to see real-world events
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that they otherwise might have missed. This goes in line with prior research that aims at enhancing human
capabilities (e. g., [27, 42, 48]). We hope to further combine approaches for advanced user interface adaptation in
MR with methods to augment human capabilities in the future.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we present RealityReplay, a system that enables users to replay events in their environment that
they have missed. We leverage an MR headset paired with an omnidirectional camera, and contribute a novel
end-to-end pipeline based on semantic segmentation and saliency prediction to detect and track important
changes. RealityReplay provides users with a set of summary visualizations of temporal events, which they can
use for general sensemaking, improved situational awareness, and learning. We showcase a set of applications
ranging from education, sports, and physical games. Our evaluation showed that in-situ MR visual summaries of
temporal changes can assist users in understanding unattended past events in users’ surroundings. RealityReplay
reveals the potential of using always-on MR devices for in-situ support to expand human’s spatio-temporal
capabilities.
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Fig. 12. Rating from the post-experiment NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaires from 1 (low) to 7 (high). The boxplot
shows median as the orange line, interquartile range (IQR) as the box, and minimum and maximum values as the whiskers.
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Fig. 13. Rating from the post-experiment visualization usability questionnaires from 1 (low) to 5 (high). The boxplot shows
median as the orange line, interquartile range (IQR) as the box, and minimum and maximum values as the whiskers.
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